Guardian cryptic crossword No 27,718 set by Qaos

Across
7 Fiery, like Harry and Henry? (3-6)
8 Guerrilla starting to enrage king with insolence (5)
9 Factory made by \((4 \div 50) + (1049 \div 50)\) (5,4)
10 Part of Roman villa block (5)
12 Merchant recalled wine with skill (6)
13 Youths are sorely upset, having caught German measles (4,4)
14 Voice, 99% of which is N and O? (3)
15 In Houses of Parliament covering independence (3)
16 Scary film cuts finale to generate discussion (3)
17 Tease royal's firstborn (3)
18 One moving home throws out small pin (4)
19 Umpire: 'It's very simple after opener's dismissed to get set again' (8)
21 Seen on course down waterways (7)
22 More shaky bowler, one spins ... Catch! Bravo! (8)
25 Ratify a company report (6)
27 Sheep penned within limits of jail is highly rated (5)
28 Cryptically spot expenses? (9)
29 Price to reserve afternoon down by the sea (5)
30 Figure Trump a bum to hug his outspoken easy one (9)

Down
1 Arrest old learners breaking into vehicle (6)
2 Must regularly fear bear (8)
3 Horror film-maker's hit? (6)
4 Vaults and nimbly clears end of pommel (7)
5 Entire NHS in trouble, losing ten to bruise (6)
6 Naughty people dress oddly around 6.50 (6)
11 Can I have your attention? You sound drunk (4)
14 Voice, 99% of which is N and O? (3)
15 In Houses of Parliament covering independence (3)
16 Scary film cuts finale to generate discussion (3)
17 Tease royal's firstborn (3)
18 One moving home throws out small pin (4)
19 Umpire: 'It's very simple after opener's dismissed to get set again' (8)
21 Seen on course down waterways (7)
23 Fairy king and queen embraced by retired aristocrat with love (6)
24 Bank's peak rates tumbling? It's a front (6)
25 British Rail's happy for heartless worker to be outside — unexpected? (6)
26 Leaders of research and development include Underground scheme for Circle line (6)